
Tanda has developed Australia’s leading payroll calculator.  The payroll calculator is one of the 
reasons over 5,500+ organisations have appointed Tanda as its Workforce Management Solution.

Tanda has taken its proprietary payroll calculator and developed “Tanda PaySure” to meet the 
current environment:

Clients are allocating budget to address these concerns. Tanda Paysure’s ability to automate payroll 
calculation has seen it emerge as an indispensable solution for those clients seeking greater 
compliance, accuracy and speed.

Growing regulatory scrutiny
In the 2019 financial year, the Fair Work 
Ombudsman recovered a record $40m in 
underpayments and secured more than 
$4.4m in penalties.

Searing media & public focus 
Organisations are fearful that they will be next 
underpayment splashed in the paper. The 
AICD has warned boards that they must ensure 
their organisations are paying workers their 
legal entitlements, or face the consequences.
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What the client provides

How the solution works
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Tanda PaySure allows customers to conduct payroll testing without creating unwieldy, single 
use spreadsheets.

Tanda PaySure is an easy to use, reliable, repeatable and cost e�ective solution to a topical 
problem. 

In overall terms, the client needs to have all of the information that would be necessary to otherwise 
calculate each employee’s pay. The client inputs its data into Tanda PaySure, either via an importer 
or manually in the user interface. Example of the types of data include:

What Tanda PaySure does
Tanda PaySure takes the inputted data and calculates what an employee should have been paid 
under the industrial instrument. The client can report on the gross wages in a way that can readily 
test the employer’s compliance (e.g. against actual pay for a pay cycle).

Tanda has the pay-based rules for many modern awards already programmed in the payroll 
calculator. The payroll calculator can also be programmed with the terms of other awards or 
enterprise agreements.

Employee Data. The 

employee’s birth date, 

employment type (e.g. 

full-time), their 

applicable industrial 

instrument, and their 

classification.

Client and location 
specific data. Pay 

cycle information and 

local public holidays.

Roster data. If known, 

the times that the 

employee was 

rostered to work.

Timesheet data. The 

actual hours worked by 

the employee and when 

leave was taken.

Tanda PaySure’s edge
Tanda PaySure has best-in-market capability to be programmed with a comprehensive set 
of pay-based rules that can be used over and over again. The algorithm has been, and 
continues to be, tested by millions of points of data for thousands of employees.
 
A dedicated compliance team ensures that the payroll calculator and Tanda’s managed 
awards are constantly updated and improved.



What can a client use Tanda PaySure for?
Example 1 - A client wants to ensure compliance
on a continuous basis
Current state

Client X has award covered employees who are paid an annualised salary. 

Client X wants to ensure that these employees have been, and are being, paid more annual 
salary than they are entitled to under the award.

Challenge

The client outsources the work to an accounting firm.

The accounting firm creates a complicated spreadsheet to undertake the calculations. 
Interpretation questions bounce back and forward between the accountants and Client X.

Compared to the accounting firm’s estimate, the spreadsheets take twice as long to build and 
cost twice as much.

Client X cannot reuse the spreadsheets to undertake future testing.

Solution

Client X works with Tanda PaySure as the repeatable solution to testing compliance on a 
historical and ongoing basis.

The Client X and Tanda PaySure work together to implement Client X onto the Tanda PaySure 
solution. Client X and its advisors keep control of interpretation of the award, ensuring the 
inputs are accurate (e.g. employees are properly classified) and assist in the quality assurance 
process. 

Tanda PaySure takes on the ongoing support role, delivering a solution that meets Client X’s 
needs, including budget and timing expectations. 
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Example 2 - A client wants a once-o� test
Current state

Client Y is conducting due diligence on a share purchase. 

To satisfy a W&I insurer, Client Y wants to audit a sample of the vendor’s timesheets to test that 
the employees’ annual salaries are higher than what they would have been paid under the 
relevant award.

Challenge

Due diligence tests are currently undertaken using spreadsheets.

These take Client Y’s professional advisors a long time to make, are not comprehensive (only 
some rules are ”programmed” into the spreadsheet), and are not repeatable. 

Solution

The professional advisors use Tanda PaySure to conduct a fast and accurate employee pay 
review that will satisfy the insurer and Client Y. 

The outputs from Tanda PaySure are included in the advisors’ due diligence report. Client Y 
and its advisors can identify major opportunities (and risks) quickly and accurately.

The advisors’ time is freed up to engage in activities that they are best at and that have greater 
strategic value. 

The firm manages scope, timelines, budget and stakeholders. Tanda PaySure provides support 
only as required.
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Better O� Overall Test (BOOT): Ensure your proposed enterprise agreement will pass the Fair 
Work Commission’s better o� overall test.

Employee Payroll Modelling: Tanda PaySure allows fast and accurate modelling of how much 
a change to an employees’ terms and conditions will really cost.

Individual Flexibility Arrangements: Be confident your draft IFA makes the employee
better o�.

Other examples
Tanda PaySure’s solution is very versatile. Some other examples of the uses that clients could 
put Tanda PaySure to are:

The Tanda PaySure team

Tanda PaySure is led by Andrew Stirling. Andrew worked as an employment lawyer at Allens 
for 12.5 years, including 4 years leading the Brisbane practice. He left Allens to start Tanda 
PaySure.

Andrew is supported by a team of dedicated compliance, development and implementation 
professionals

Andrew Stirling
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